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Abstract
With an estimated figure of 10 billion people by 2050, from which about 70% are or will be living in the cities, it is
obvious that the current infrastructure will be overloaded. As cities grow and expand their services, governance and
management are becoming more and more complex. As a consequence, cities need to be adapted to address the social,
economic, engineering, governmental and environmental challenges of these transformations. The cities need to
become smart to properly face the challenges. Even if the implementation costs are high, the smart cities increases the
economic standards in a medium-long term, reduces energy consumption, reduces transport costs and traffic values
and increases quality of life. The paper presents Jobs-NearBy, a solution by which the local job market gets a fast and
flexible tool to connect job-seekers and enterprises that are hiring in real-time. Job offers can be displayed on a map,
filtered by your location, skills or payment. The optional Community-Profiles allow to bookmark or share interesting
offers and provide an individual profile of participating job-seekers and enterprises.
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1. Introduction and context of the study
It took hundreds of thousands of years for the world population to reach the figure of 1
billion. After this point, in just 200 years it grew seven times, to the 7 billion mark reached in 2011.
Nowadays the figure is estimated at about 7.5 billion and the predictions are estimating a
population of nearly 10 billion people by 2050. By then, it is estimated that roughly 70% of the
population will live in the cities. [1] This rapid increase of urbanization raises new infrastructure
challenges for governments and municipalities. As cities grow and expand their services,
governance and management are becoming more and more complex. As a consequence, cities need
to be adapted to address the social, economic, engineering and environmental challenges of these
transformations. The cities need to become smart to properly face the challenges.
Smart City was, and still is, a concept without a clear and consistent definition among
academia and practitioners. In a simplistic explanation, a smart city is a place where traditional
networks and services are made more flexible, efficient, and sustainable with the use of
information, digital and telecommunication technologies, to improve its operations for the benefit
of its inhabitants. In other words, in a smart city, the digital technologies translate into better public
services for inhabitants, and for better use of resources while impacting the environment less [2].
A smarter and more efficient city that includes transport, security, energy management,
pollution, quality of social services and sustainability is the ideal choice for decision-makers and
authorities. Intelligent technologies, which are the smart city engines, are environmentally friendly,
reduce energy costs and provide operational safety. These technologies are designed with features
that can identify issues at a very early stage, enhance the security and safety of people living in the
city.
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Figure no. 1. A broad overview of Smart City [2]
The challenges for building smart cities are quite diverse and complex. The main challenges
regard high cost, efficiency, sustainability, communication and security. These design challenges
are governed by various factors including the natural environment, government policy, social
communities, and economy. Cost is the most important factor of the smart city design. The cost
includes design cost and operation cost. The design cost is a onetime cost of the smart cities.
Operation cost is that cost that is required to maintain the smart city. Design cost needs to be small
to make a smart city realization possible. At the same time, small operation cost will make it easier
for cities to operate on a long run with minimal burden on the city budget. Smart cities are made
possible due to the effective use of many smart components from ICT, sensors, and IoT and will
need to process and store large volumes of data. Security of the information and infrastructure is an
important design challenge [2], in the context of the increasing informatics attacks, threats and
exploits.
In smart cities, many different stakeholders must work together to provide the best
technology solutions. Network operators, managed service providers, system integrators and
technology providers - all have a role to play in working with governments to enable smart city
solutions. The key is building these solutions on an open, standards-based communications
platform that can be continually re-used and re-imagined for new services, insights, and
applications [3].
2. IoT Technologies
To keep up with the rapid influx of new city dwellers, the constraints on resources and
budgets, the effects of climate change – both environmental and political – and other critical
factors, city leaders are turning to technology. As other costs rise, digital technologies
continue to become more powerful and less expensive. Faster, smaller and smarter devices are
bringing together data in new ways. The connectivity of smart objects – and there may be as
many as 75 billion connected devices, machines, processes and people by 2050 – is already
beginning to demonstrate some tangible benefits [4].
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Since its appearance, the Internet of Things (IoT), based on billions of embedded
sensors and smart things that enable the connection of anyone, anywhere, anyhow and
anytime, plays a central role in revolutionizing numerous sectors (e.g., healthcare, transport,
industry, education, agriculture, forestry and aquaculture, tourism, waste management, etc.)
consequently leading to the smarter, greener and more efficient world [5].
In its 2014 Digital Universe report, EMC and IDC see the IoT creating new business
opportunities in five main areas, summarized as:

Figure no. 2. Main Areas of IoT
To deliver on these opportunities, according to EMC's Bill Schmarzo, a new generation
of IoT applications is required to address specific business needs such as: predictive
maintenance; loss prevention; asset utilization; inventory tracking; disaster planning and
recovery; downtime minimization; energy usage optimization; device performance
effectiveness; network performance management; capacity utilization; capacity planning;
demand forecasting; pricing optimization; yield management; and load balancing
optimization. [6]
3. Big Data Technologies
Smart Cities are usually characterized by an extensive use of digital technologies in
various city domains in combination with a holistic view of the city where different domains
should be closed integrated. Furthermore, the diffusion of digital technologies in people’s
daily life has boosted human-to-human, human-to-machine, and machine-to-machine
interactions. These interactions yield massive volumes of data, commonly known as “Big
Data” (BD) and characterized by large and fast growing volumes of complex datasets, which
go beyond the abilities of commonly known data management systems to accommodate [7].
Due to the need to generate more business value, the enterprise has begun to adopt Big
Data as a solution, migrating from classical databases and data stores that lack flexibility and
are not optimized enough.
Big Data in information technology is a collection of data sets so large and complex
that it becomes difficult to process using on-hand database management tools or traditional
data processing applications. The concept addresses l large volumes of automatically
generated data from different data sources; centralized or self-contained that can come from
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different autonomous sources. Given that traditional databases have reached limits when
analyzing these data, dedicated solutions should be considered
In recent approaches, large data is characterized by principles known as Volume,
Variety, Speed and Veracity 4V. The challenges include capture, storage, search, sharing,
analysis, and visualization. With such data high-volume, high-velocity, and/or high-variety
information assets that require new forms of processing to enable enhanced decision making,
insight discovery and process optimization.

Figure no. 3. Big Data from the Internet of Things
IoT assumes that data is collected from several types of sources in constrained
environments. Big Data generated by IoT brings as an immediate promise real-time responses
and predictions and personalized options.
For example: how often have you been on the road in a no-phone area? Or have you
lost your 3G or 4G data? If the car sensor, the remote controlled surveillance camera, your
fitness monitor or heart rate monitor has lost some data, what would that mean? A missing
piece means the car had an accident? Or did your heart stop? Probably not, but how does the
monitoring system look like this is just a problem and a serious problem? The context is
essential in IoT applications, and the context comes from multiple data that needs to be
collected, analyzed, and delivered.
4. Case Study - Jobs-NearBy
With Jobs-NearBy, the local job market gets a fast and flexible tool to connect jobseekers and enterprises that are hiring in real-time. Job offers can be displayed on a map,
filtered by your location, skills or payment. The optional Community-Profiles allow to
bookmark or share interesting offers and provide an individual profile of participating jobseekers and enterprises.
Users – Authentication and Profile
The users’ authentication is accomplished by e-mail and password, after creating a user
account. To keep up with the faster pace in the on-line, the account can be created using
Facebook – the application is integrated with the FB authentication API and taking data
directly from there. After creating an account, the user can start filling his/her profile. The
profile data are general, but also strictly professional, such as the previous expertise from each
job, foreign languages, education, etc.
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Figure no. 4. User profile, skills and area
Main menu
In the main menu, the user can select its interest areas for searching jobs in the
designated area specified in its account. After choosing its interests and skills, the job offers
in the area are displayed on an interactive map. The user can access each offer and find out
more details about it.
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Figure no. 5. Jobs in the area
In case the user considers that a job offer matches its expertise and considers it
interesting, it can apply to the respective offer in single move:

Figure no. 6. Applying to a job offer
The application is stored in the user’s profile for later access and for managing the jobs
applications.
Company – profile and job announcements
Organizations looking for employees create a company profile with specific data,
presentation, location, etc. The goal is to provide sufficient information to have an appropriate
profile to attract the right applicants. Once the company profile has been created, it is possible
to publish job offers.
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Figure no. 7. Organization profile
The company's representative has the opportunity to view the applications submitted by
those interested in the respective position and to access the professional profile of each user.
5. Analysis of the IoT impact for SmartCities
New technology must not only increase efficiency but also help to enrich the livability
of a city by providing a means for citizen engagement and a respect for resources, the
environment and the nuances of a city’s cultural identity – the stuff that makes it different
from other cities [4].
According to [8] the first Smart City was proposed by the American company CISCO
in Dubai. The second one was New York by the IBM. Therefore other models of smart cities
was proposed, but all of them are characterized by the process of generate a big volume of
imperfect data.
In [8] it is explained the term IoE – Internet of everything, because in Smart City
should be connected all the objects, all the people, all the databases and all the processes. This
concept has been proposed by CISCO. More models of IoE was been proposed for Smart
Cities.
In [9] ot is explained the term of IoIT – Internet of Important Things, That supposed to
connect only important objects, important people and important processes for the safety of the
people from that Smart City. Using this term, IoIT they present an case study for a smart
parking cars technology. This technology has the following necessary characteristics: sensors,
radios transmitters and receptors, algorithms for repeating the process, client application,
ticketing equipment. All these elements are important to realize the project, so to realize a
project for a smart city it is important to implement the communication between a lot of
elements and sensors.
According to [10] for a smart city exists six axes: urban mobility, energy efficiency,
participatory governance, quality of life, pollution or environmental protection and public
safety. All six axes followed in a smart city have a single purpose: to use in a good way the
public resources to improve the life of the citizens. This purpose can be reached by using a
network of IoT devices, because it allows an easy interconnection between a very big varieties
of devices like cameras, sensors, displays, cars and so on.
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Because the IoT connects a very big variety of devices, data collected from all this
devices should be stored in databases using technologies of BigData and Cloud. In [10] a
representation of cycle between IoT and cloud is presented, Figure 8.

Figure no. 8. Representation of cycle between Iot and Cloud [10]
In [10] the platform SmartUJi it is presented. With this platform current cities can know
the current state of the city. This platform make measurements regarding the meteorological
and air quality parameters, temperatures, light, humidity. A platform like this one is very
important for a smart city, because based on the measurements from this platform can plan
decision to improve the life quality of citizens from that city.
6. Conclusions
There is an evolution in the smartness level compared to the smart cities as considered
in the past. This comes as a result of the rapid and wide-spread of ITC technologies and
devices.
Even if the implementation costs are high, the smart city increases the economic
standards in a medium-long term, reduces energy consumption, reduces transport costs and
traffic values and increases quality of life.
Considering the continuous advancement in ITC, the idea of smart cities is nowadays
turning into a reality. The migration of the people towards the major cities is pushing for
finding smart solutions to the issues risen by the population vs infrastructure ratio. The
limited traditional resources are pushing to the development of new and intelligent solutions
to overcome the challenges in urban life. The innovative technologies and applications can be
the main contribution to the success of a city that want to implement the smart city vision and
provide long term benefits to its inhabitants.
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